Full-sized
pixelated quilts
are not as hard
to make as you
might think
Heather Verkade
February 2021
Bay Quilters skillshare

Bela Lugosi
(aka Dracula)

Finished block size: 6” x 6”
Finished quilt size: 54” x 72”
Number of pieces: 1426
Smallest piece finished size:
¾” x ¾”
Seam allowance: ¼”
Pattern designed using website
www.youpatch.com

… I know, he isn’t quilted
yet!

STEP 1: Made the design on the website
The picture you start with is really important. Some just don’t work.

Weird mouth shadows and her eyes looked crooked
What is that black blob to the right of her face?
And why is she frowning?

It looked more like a skin
condition than a dramatic
shadow

Well the hair is
recognisable…

Balanced shadows on
the face and the eyes
look even

It is worth cropping the
image (you can do this in
the website) and using a
program to get the
brightness and contrast
right.
It might be worth making
a colour image black and
white.
The website offers high,
medium or low
complexity. I chose high =
more pieces!

The largest piece is 6” x 6” finished
The smallest piece is ¾” x ¾”
There are 1426 pieces in total, of all
different sizes.
All pieces are designed into 6” x 6”
(finished size) blocks

YouPatch’s pattern gives you:
• How much fabric in each colour –
Robert Kaufman Kona Cotton Solids
• A cutting guide ß (to the left)
• An assembly guide
• The pattern listed block by block
There are other ways of pixelating images for eg. crossstitch patterns
https://www.pixel-stitch.net/
but youpatch has some major advantages for quilts.
https://www.craftsy.com/post/how-to-turn-a-photointo-a-quilt-pattern/#
http://modernquiltersireland.blogspot.com/2015/07/e
xploring-pixel-quilts.html

I just had to make 108 blocks of 6”
by 6” finished size.
How hard could that be?
STEP 2: I cut all the pieces first,
and kept them in bags labelled by
colour (grey looks like grey looks
like grey!).
Some people to prefer to cut as
they go.
STEP 3: On a free weekend, I would take out the pieces for 9 blocks.
STEP 4: And lay out the pieces in order for one block.

STEP 4: And lay out the pieces in order for one block.
The pattern is designed to have no Y-seams!
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For example:
• First sew (1) pieces in a row
• Then sew to piece (2)
• Sew (3) in two rows and then sew them
together
• Sew (1-2) to (3)
• Sew (1-2-3) to (4)
• Sew (5) in two rows and sew them together
• Sew (1-2-3-4) to (5)
• Sew (1-2-3-4-5) to (6)
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- If your scant ¼ inch seams are
not accurate you will soon find
out K
- Some people say to iron each
seam, but I had better luck
finger-pressing (with a
fingernail) each seam, and only
pressing a finished block

I bought the pattern in December
2019
I only sewed it on free weekends
(but who could go anywhere in
2020!?)
It started to take shape over the
year.
I sewed the blocks in rows, and then
the rows together in Dec 2020
All I needed:
- An image that works
- The patience to do some work on the
design up-front
- Accurate seams
- 12 free weekends

Image courtesy of Andi Herman

I have no idea how to quilt
him! I think a repetitive
pattern. Andi Herman
suggests a diagonal or a
repetitive swirl like her Dali
quilt ß
…Keeping in mind that
parallel lines can highlight
imperfect seams !!

I posted Bela Lugosi on the Facebook
page “Goth DIY”
My post has 629 likes, with comments like:
• I freeking love this!
• Stunning!
• I never did patchwork before but now I wanna try!
• My 19 year old goth niece and 14 year old nephew
could not believe how much attention ‘Aunty
Heather’ got for her post on a goth site.

